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Lower bounds on the numbers of k-cells in arrangements of hyperplanes 
are found. These bounds are shown to be the best possible and arrangements 
attaining them are characterized. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The main result in this paper is Theorem 4, which gives a lower bound 
on the number of k-cells in an arrangement of y1 hyperplanes in Pd. For 
k = 0 this has already been established by Motzkin [6], Hanani [4], and 
Basterfield and Kelly [2]. The result is well-known for d = 2; for k = d 
it was proved by McMullen in 1971 (unpublished), while Canham [3] 
proved the cases k = d - 1 and k = d. The general conjecture was first 
proposed by Grunbaum [7, p. 3931. To obtain Theorem 4 we utilize the 
presence of ordinary vertices in higher-dimensional arrangements. The 
existence of such vertices (or rather the dual result) was conjectured by 
Motzkin [61 and established by him for d = 3. Balomenos, Bonnice, and 
Silverman [l] proved Motzkin’s conjecture for d < 5 and Hansen [5] 
established it for all d. We shall give a somewhat different formulation 
and simplified proof of Hansen’s theorem. 
After establishing the lower bounds for the numbers of k-cells in 
arrangements of n hyperplanes, we proceed to characterize the arrange- 
ments in which the lower bounds are obtained. This has been done (in the 
dual setting) for the case k = 0 by Basterfield and Kelly [2]. 
2. ARRANGEMENTS 
A d-arrangement is a finite family &’ of hyperplanes in d-dimensional 
real projective or Euclidean space. If the members of & have nonempty 
* Material in this paper was taken from the author’s doctoral dissertation. 
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intersection, then the arrangement is trivial. In this paper we will assume 
all arrangements to be nontrivial. For Euclidean d-arrangements we shall 
also require that each set of d hyperplanes have nonempty intersection. 
The k-flats of an arrangement G! are the k-dimensional flats determined 
by the intersections of hyperplanes of &. The hyperplanes of a 
d-arrangement partition P” into a number of open regions whose closures 
are the d-cells of the arrangement. For 0 < k < d - 1 the various k-faces 
of these cells are the k-cells of the arrangement. 
A special type of arrangement important in the paper is the near pencil, 
a d-arrangement of n hyperplanes where IZ - d + 1 of the hyperplanes 
contain a (d - 2)-flat. 
If zz@ is a d-arrangement and A4 is a flat in Pd, we define the induced 
arrangement z& to be 
3. ORDINARY VERTICES 
A vertex V of an arrangement & is called ordinary if there is a line I 
contained in all but one of the hyperplanes of through V. If L is the 
exceptional hyperplane, then the triple (V, 1, L) is an ordinary triple for &. 
Of course, if V is a simple vertex in a d-arrangement then there are d 
ordinary triples associated with it. 
THEOREM 1. Let ssJ be an arrangement of n hyperplanes in E’l where 
n > d + 2. Therl there is an ordinary triple (V, I, L) for ~2 and two vertices 
w1 and w$ of 22 which are contained in 1 and lie in opposite half-spaces 
determined by L. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on d. For d = 1 we have n >, 3 and 
the conclusion of the theorem is true if we take I = El, w1 = min{zj E &}, 
wq = max{v E &}, and L = V to be any other point of &. Now suppose 
that d > 2 and let .M be an arrangement in Ed. For each hyperplane H 
in JY define a positive integer valued “height” function dFI on the vertices 
of JY not incident with H in the following manner: Suppose G is in G? but 
not in H. Each line I through v intersects H so that if p1 and pz are two 
points on I then d( pl, H) # d( p3, H) ( w h ere d is the Euclidean metric). 
We can define a broken path 2 = ([uO, v,], [ti, , z&..., [vlcpl, v& where 
v0 ,..., vk are vertices of -01, G, = L;, nL E H, tli 6 H for 1 < i < k - 1, 
each segment [zi , vi+J for 0 < i < k - 1 is an edge of &‘, and 
d(vi+, > H) < d(vi , H). Let /z(d) = k, the number of edges in 2:. Finally, 
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set &(u) = max(h(Z): Z a broken path from u to Ef}. It is clear that 
d,(v) > 1 for each HE & and v $ H. We consider two cases: 
(1) dH = 1 for each hyperplane H in .d. We show that this implies 
n=d+l, contradicting the assumption that IZ 2 d + 2. If d = 1 then 
d, E 1 implies that n = 2. Suppose that d 3 2 and let H be a hyperplane 
of &. Since dH, = 1 for each hyperplane H’ of zYH we can assume by 
induction that && is an arrangement of exactly d hyperplanes. Let L, ,..., L, 
be the hyperplanes of & such that J&, = {W n L, ,..., H n L,]. Let 
p = fif=, Li and let L E sf ’ t m ersect H in L1 n H. Then L A L, is a 
hyperplane in G?~? which contains all vertices of && except L, n ... Ld n H 
and hence contains p. Since p and L, n H together span both L and L, 
we must have L1 = L. Hence .& = (L, ,..., Ld , H). 111 
(2) There exists a hyperplane H and vertex z) not in H such that 
dH(v) = k 3 2: Let 2 = {[v,, , vJ, [ul , v,] ,..., [U ._ 7L 2 , vd [Q~-~ , 41 be a 
path of maximal length from v to H. Then we must have dx(vel) = 1. 
Consider the arrangement &H,Vk-, = {H n K: vkV1 E K, K E JJ> induced in 
H by hyperplanes through ok-r . We have two possibilities. 
(i) Card A&, D 3 k-7 = d: Then qel is a simple vertex in ~2. We can 
take I = )z+- 2 , vk& the line determined by q-s and vie-l , w1 = z++r and 
w2 = )v~~-~ . z+-~( n H). 
(ii) Card J&,,,~~,-, 3 d + 1 = (d - 1) + 2: By the induction 
hypothesis there is an ordinary triple (V, 1, L’) for J&,“~-~ together with 
two vertices, w1 and w2 , on 1 which are separated in H by L’. Let L be the 
hyperplane of &’ containing q--l which gives L’ = H n L. We ciaim that 
(I’, I, L), w1 and w2 satisfy the conclusion of the theorem. To prove this, 
we must show that if K is a hyperplane of .& with V E K and I g K, then 
K = L. We show first that vIce1 E K. Suppose the contrary. Since IQ K, 
K separates w1 and w2, and because vkpl $ K we have V&1 and one of 
{Wl> w,}, say wl, lying in the two opposite halfs-paces determined by K. 
Hence K n [v~-~, w,] is a vertex of -ti and it follows that d&z+--]) > 1, 
contrary to our assumption concerning the maximality of .Z. Therefore 
v,-,EK and HnKE,dHw . Since 1 p H n K and V is ordinary in 
dH.2j,:_l we have H n K =’ kln L and hence K = L. This completes the 
induction and the proof of the theorem. 
The following corollary will allow us to proceed by induction in many 
of the proofs that follow in the next two sections. 
COROLLARY I. Let & be an arrangement of p1 dzyperplanes in Pa where 
d >, 1 and n 3 d + 2. Then tlzeve exists an ordirzary triple (V, 1, L) for .s? 
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such that .zJ - {L} is an arrangement. That is, the hyperplanes of JZI direrent 
from L do not all pass through the same point. 
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on d. For d = 1 the corollary 
is certainly true since in this case n > 3. Suppose that d 2 2 and let & be 
an arrangement in Pd. If & - (L} is nontrivial for each hyperplane L of &’ 
then the corollary follows from the existence of ordinary vertices in &. 
Hence we may suppose there exists a hyperplane L, in d such that 
JZ? - (L,) is trivial. Consider th.e arrangement &LO induced in L,, . By the 
induction hypothesis && has an ordinary triple (V, Z, L’) (where L’ = 
L, n L for some L in &) such that AZ!“, - {L’} is nontrivial. It follows that 
& - (L) is nontrivial and it is easy to see that (V, 2, L) is an ordinary 
triple for &. 1 [ 
Henceforth an ordinary triple (V, I, L) for which ZJ - (L> is an 
arrangement will be called a good triple. 
4. k-Furs 
Before proceeding to the problem of k-ceils, we determine lower bounds 
on the numbers of k-flats in an arrangement. 
For 0 < K < d - 1 let glc(&) be the number of k-dimensional flats 
in an arrangement & in Pd. Let 
?h”O1> = (p ; ;, + (II - d - 1) (” ; I). 
THEOREM 2. Let .& be all arrangement of n hyperplanes in Pd. Then 
with equality holding for near pencils. 
ProoJ The proof is by induction on II. The case n = d + 1 is easily 
computed. Suppose that n > d + 2 and let (V, 1, L) be a good triple of -4. 
Let Q = {HI ,..., HdeI} be a family of hyperplanes through V such that 
fl J2 = I. Let I’C .Q be a subset of d - k - 1 (0 < k < d - 1) hyper- 
planes. Then n I’ n L is a k-dimensional flat of A+?. If r, C Q, fi # r 
then n I’, n L # n I’ n L. Suppose A is a family of hyperplanes of 
,ti--(L)with fiA3flrnL. Then VEnAandhenceZCnA,sothat 
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n (1 f n r n L. There are (,?&) different ways to choose I’. Hence 
= (,“‘: :, + (n-d- 1) (“k ‘1. 
Since a near pencil of n hyperplanes in Pd is the join of a near pencil of 
IZ - 1 hyperplanes in Pd--l with a point, the statement concerning equality 
also holds. /II 
For k = 0 we will see in Theorem 8 that equality can hold in Theorem 2 
for a larger class of arrangements than the near pencils. However, for 
0 < k < ck - 2 it may be conjectured that equality holds only for near 
pencils. 
5. k-CELLS 
We now turn to the problem of determining the minimal numbers of 
k-cells in arrangements. 
Let G? be an arrangement of IZ hyperplanes in Pd. For 0 < k ,( d let 
JJc(&‘) be the number of k-dimensional cells of & and let 
+k%) = 2’” (3 ?I + 2”-l (k” 1 ;) (d + 1 - 11) - 2” (,” ; ;) k. 
We shall prove that fk(&) 3 4rc”(~z) and characterize those arrangements 
where equality holds. First we prove a result of McMullen (see [3]). 
THEOREM 3. Let ~2 be an arrangement of n hyperplanes in Pd. Then 
f&d) > r$dd(n) = 292 - d + 1). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The theorem is true for 
n = d + 1. Suppose n > d + 2 and let H be any hyperplane of JZI’ such 
that A? - (H} is nontrivial. Such an H is given by Corollary 1. Let +B& 
be the standard induced arrangement in H. Then since Z& is nontrivial it 
has at least 2+l (d - I)-dimensional cells. Each of these cells divides a 
d-cell of & into two d-cells. Hence we have 
f&4 2 .h(d - GO) + 123-l 
2 2d-1((n - 1) - d -j- 1) + 2d-l 
= 2d-1(n - d + 1) 
= h%). Ill 
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THEOREM 4. Let s& be an arrangement of n hyperplanes in Pd. Then 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The inequality can easily be 
checked for n = d + 1. Let & be an arrangement of n hyperplanes in Pd 
with rt > d + 2 and let (V, I, L) be a good triple in A’. Let Q be a family 
of d - 1 hyperplanes through V such that n Q = 1. Let r C Q be a subset 
of k - 1 hyperplanes. Then n r A L is a (d - k)-dimensional flat. As 
was seen in the proof of Theorem 2, if 0 is a family of hyperplanes of & 
not including L then n 0 # n r n L. The arrangement J&-,~ induced 
in n F n L contains at least 2d-“(d - k)-cells, the number of (d - k)-cells 
in a (d - k)-dimensional extended simplex. There are (2:;) ways to choose 
I’ so we get at least (“,I:) 2d-“(d - k)-cells in this manner. Note that if 
r, C Q, r, C 52 and .P, # r, then fl r, n L and n I’, n L intersect in 
at most a (d - k - 1)-dimensional flat, so that no (d - k)-cells are 
counted more than once. Now suppose A C D contains k hyperplanes. 
Then n fl is a (d - k)-flat of Pd. Let n ,!l n L = R be the (d - k - I)- 
dimensional flat induced in fi fl by L. If there is another hyperplane H 
in d with n A n H = R, then V E I-r, and since V is ordinary, 1 C H. 
But then I C R, which is impossible since R = n .A n L and I Q L. Hence 
L is the only hyperplane in &’ to cut n A in R. Let A’,,~ - (R) be the 
arrangement induced in n A by the hyperplanes of & different from L. 
The addition of L to AZ’ adds at least 2d-‘c-1(d - k)-cells to &;A and hnece 
to s?‘, There are (“,I) ways to pick A C Q and if A, f A, then 
fl ,!l, # n /I, . Hence we add at least (‘iI) 2d-7L-1 (d - k)-cells in this 
manner, bringing the total surplus of (d - k)-cells in & over A’ - (L) to 
(ZZ~) Zd-” + (%I) 2d-k-1. Hence we have 
&k(d) >, fd-k(d - (L)) + ,-(,” 1 ;) 2d-k + i” ; ‘) 2”-“-‘7 
> $;-k(n - 1) + [(; 1’4) 2d-k + (” ; I) 2”-‘9 
= 2d-k 
(3 (n - 1) + Pk;-l (“i ‘) (d + 1 - (n - 1)) 
- F-” 
d+l 
d-k + 1 Cd- k> 
+ [2d-k (k") - 2d-k-1 ("; I)] 
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In the next four theorems we shall characterize arrangements &‘“(n) 
for whichf,(d”(n)) = &d(n) for some 0 < k < d. 
THEOREM 5. Let d > 2. Iffd(&(n)) = gb&n) then d”(n) is a near 
pencil. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on d, If H is a hyperplane of & such 
that JY - {H} is nontrivial then, by the proof of Theorem 2, .& is an 
extended simplex. It must follow that for some H0 , JY’ - (HO} is trivial. 
For d = 2 this implies directly that &’ is a near pencil. Otherwise, 
&(d) = 2j&J~79&) so that fd--l(&0) = J(&“(n)) = &::(n - 1) which 
forces &Ho to be a near pencil. Hence & is a near pencil. II! 
THEOREM 6. Let d >, 2. lfTffd-,(&‘d(n)) = +zel(n) then z!~(Iz) is a near 
pencil. 
Proof The proof proceeds by induction on n. The theorem is certainly 
true for n = d + 1. Suppose n >, d + 2 and let H be the hyperplane of a 
good triple. Let X? = & - {H). Then the proof of Theorem 4 shows that 
&(d) = &(n - l), (and h ence that 2 is a near pencil), and also 
that && is an extended simplex. 
Case 1. n - 1 = d + 1: Then d of the hyperplanes of d intersect H 
in an extended simplex and the last must also meet H at one of these 
induced (d - 2)-flats. It follows that d”(n) is a near pencil. 
Case 2. n - 1 3 d + 2: Then (n - 1) - d + 1 of the hyperplanes 
of ZZ? intersect in a (d - 2)-dimensional flat F. We show that F C H: 
Suppose L, ,..., L,-, are the hyperplanes of & which do not contain F. 
Then &i = {L, n F,..., Ld-l n F} is an extended simplex in E: and hence 
its vertices span F. We show that each vertex of &i, is in H: Any such 
vertexviscontainedin(d-2)+(n-1)-d+f)=n-2>3++ 
hyperplanes of JZ& . If H misses v then there must be at least d + 1 hyper- 
planes in &H , contradicting the fact that &H is an extended simplex and 
has exactly d hyperplanes. Hence v E H for each v E ~8~ and so P; C H. Thus 
Ad(n) is a near pencil. I// 
THEOREM 7. Suppose that 2d < k < d - 1 andf&(.#(n)) = 4&(n). 
Then d”(n) is a near pencil. 
Proof. We assume n 3 d + 2. Let (V, 1, L) be a good triple in .&. 
We show that there is a (d - 2)-dimensional flat K contained in all but 
d - 1 of the hyperplanes of JZZ’. 
Claim. If HI ,..., H, are the hyperplanes containing I, then p = d - 1: 
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ff H, n L = H, n L then H, n H, . Hence, if M is any hyperplane in P” 
not containing V then there are p distinct hyperplanes in the arrangement 
22 h,,,L,v = (H, n L n M: s = l,..., p>. The number of distinct (d - k) 
flats through V in L is the number of distinct (cl - k - 1) flats in &&-,L,V 
which is, by Theorem 2, at least 
d-1 
= k-l ( 1 
if p>d-1. 
But the proof of Theorem 4 shows that there must not be more than 
(:I:) distinct (d - k)-flats through V in L, thus proving the claim. Now 
the proof of Theorem 4 also implies that &osnL is an extended simplex 
for each g C {HI ,..., HdmI} containing k - 1 hyperplanes. Note 
that dim(n 99 n L) = d - k 3 d - (d - 1) = 1. Hence for each 
~(1 < s < d - l), the line r)+$ H, n L contains exactly two vertices of 
daed(n), one of which we know to be V. Call the other V,S. Let 
K = projective hull {VI ,..., VdVlj. Then any hyperplane of &“(I?) different 
from HI ,..., HdWI contains V, 1 < s < d - 1 and thus contains K. Ijl 
The following theorem has been proven in the dual formulation by 
Basterfield and Kelly [2], We begin with a short lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let d be an arrangemerlt in Pa such that all vertices of d 
but one, say p, lie in a hyperplane H C Pd. Then H is a hyperylane of sxf 
and SZZ - {H} is trivial. 
Proof. If L f His a hyperplane of XI then p E L: There is a vertex of 
AZ! contained in L\H (the vertices of A’ in L must span L) and hence it 
must be p. If HE & then .& would itself be trivial. I/j 
THEOREM 8. Let JZI be an arrangement in P” with n hyperplanes and n 
vertices. Then there is a line I alld (d - 2)jat K with I n K = o such that 
KC H or I C H for each hyperplane H in JJ. If r of the hyperplarzes of ZZ’ 
contain 1 then J&, the induced arrangement in K, has r vertices. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The theorem is certainly true 
for n = LX’ + 1 so let n >, d + 2. Let H be a hyperplane in d”(n) as given 
by Corollary 1. Then d(y1 - 1) = I@ - H has n - 1 vertices and so 
there exists a line I and suitable (d - 2) fiat K satisfying the conclusions 
of the theorem. If H contains K or I we are done. Otherwise H intersects K 
in a (d - 3) flat K and I in a point p. Consider the arrangement S& 
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induced in H: AZ& has at least n - 2 hyperplanes: For if L, and L, both 
contain E (or K), then H n L, = H n L, implies L, = L, . Hence if 
H n L, = H n L, but L, # L, then KC L, and I C L? . This means, since 
pEHnL,,thatpEL1.1fHnL3=HnL,withMCL,,ICL,then 
similarly p E L, ; hence L, = L, and L, = L, . This proves the claim. 
By Theorem 4 it follows that A-& has at least y1 - 2 vertices and rz - 3 of 
these must already be vertices of &(n - 1). Hence, since we are assuming 
H does not contain K or I, E = H n K contains all but one, say p1 , of the 
vertices of d(n) n K and there are just 2 vertices of &d(n) in I, one of which 
is p. Call the other pz . Let K* = projective hull (R w {p}) and 
1” = )pr , pe(. Since p #K, dim K* = d - 2. To complete the proof we 
must show that if L Ed and 1” $ L, then K* C L. So suppose 
1°C: #H. Then eitherp,$L orp,$L. Ifp,#L then l@L so KCL 
and since L n 1 # 0, p EL. Hence K* C L. Suppose on the other hand 
that p1 $ L. Then K p L since p1 E K. Therefore I C L and thus p E L. The 
fact that iT C L follows from the lemma. !I1 
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